CASE STUDY

SAN JOSE CONNECTS FIRST RESPONDERS
ON MULTIAGENCY EMERGENCY NETWORK
CITY OF SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

CHALLENGE
The City of San Jose and other governmental members of the Silicon
Valley Regional Interoperability Project were operating separate,
loosely networked fire, police and other public safety communications
systems. They needed a transparent, dedicated emergency
communications (ECOMM) network independent of carrier infrastructure to be reliable, especially during major disaster events.

SOLUTION
After Aviat Networks prepped an engineering study of 24 sites for
ECOMM, TRuepoint 6400 radios were chosen for the core network ring.
Their high system gain enhances network reliability and compactness
accommodates other equipment at cramped sites. Design and
deployment services were engaged from the start and remote
monitoring services continue now that the network is operating.

“An important platform for
regional safety, ECOMM
will increase in significance as network coverage expands. Through all
phases of the project,
Aviat Networks has been
by our side as ECOMM’s
main contractor.”
Captain Diane Urban
Bureau of Technical Services,
City of San Jose, California,
Police Department

PUBLIC SAFETY IS THE GOAL
The goal of all public safety agencies has long been to unify and streamline their
separate, siloed systems for communications. This creates reliable, dedicated
network links to fellow agencies. Increasing interoperability among first responders
is critical.
This was the goal of the City of San Jose and other adjacent Silicon Valley, Calif.,
public agencies. To that end, a redundant network of Aviat Networks TRuepoint
microwave radios was installed involving 31 agencies.

San Jose’s ECOMM radio network connects 31
public safety agencies with a protected OC3 ring
of TRuepoint 6400 microwave terminals. Aviat
Networks oversaw all engineering and
deployment including new tower sites.
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MULTIAGENCY NETWORK
ENABLED WITH MPLS
In more cases, public safety
networks are being built with
foresight. SVRIP has installed a
Multiprotocol Labeling System
(MPLS) routing solution in the
ECOMM network running over
its OC3 ring.

SVRIP’s ECOMM TRuepoint network connects 31 public agencies around San Jose, Calif., providing a
dedicated communications system that enables critical first responder interlinkages even during
severe disasters.

NETWORK BORN TO SAVE LIVES
Thus, ECOMM—the Emergency Communications network—was born, with a
mission-critical purpose: to save lives that otherwise could be lost due to
insufficiently connected public safety systems. With 17 state-of-the-art TRuepoint
6400s at the network core and 15 field-proven TRuepoint 5200s on spur links,
ECOMM connects 31 south Bay Area police, fire and emergency agencies. It results
from cooperation spearheaded by the Silicon Valley Regional Interoperability Project
(SVRIP). San Jose and other local government entities are SVRIP members.
The ECOMM network enables SVRIP to share dispatch services, records databases
and voice traffic over a high-speed network sans commercial operators. Now, first
responders can act faster and better manage regional incidents, such as
earthquakes, when commercial networks are likely to fail or have traffic spikes.
“Many recent disasters have shown that lives were lost because first responders
couldn’t communicate,” says Capt. Diane Urban of the City of San Jose Police
Department and city liaison to SVRIP. “But with the tremendous technical advances
the city has put into ECOMM, there’s a quantum leap in first responder connectivity.
When a major incident, such as an earthquake, hits San Jose our report won’t say we
lost lives due to first responder communication problems.”

HAND-IN-GLOVE COORDINATION
Aviat Networks’ work with the City of San Jose and SVRIP was a long-term endeavor.
As with any project involving a large group of decision-making bodies, many public
hearings and approvals were necessary.

With MPLS capability, ECOMM is
futureproofed for the transition
to all-IP networking. MPLS
capability will support the
expansion of the network as it
grows and will enable complete
convergence of TDM voice/data.
For example, TDM voice traffic
can be seamlessly migrated to
ECOMM’s network platform
while it also hosts native IP
applications such as VoIP and
surveillance video from IP
cameras.
MPLS also allows ECOMM to
support multiple VLANs for
participating agencies but keep
them secure and separate from
each other. It does this with
virtual private networking (VPN)
tunneling to ensure complete
segregation of all data traffic
among SVRIP’s multiple public
safety agencies.
With an IP/MPLS end-to-end
converged network, SVRIP
agencies could increasingly use
IP-based equipment to connect
first responders, command
centers, radio dispatchers,
management systems and data
networks. The ECOMM IP
network would use IP routers to
provide voice and data switching
functionality—supported by a
wide choice of equipment and
network expertise.
The 100Mbps capacity of
ECOMM’s IP/MPLS network is
ready for broadband wireless
public safety applications. Those
CSI solutions such as real-time
fingerprint matching cannot be
far behind.
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Because the scope of the project was beyond any single governmental entity’s
means, a delicate and time-sensitive coordination for funding was undertaken. This
is because monies from all the different sources became available at different
times—sometimes with conditions attached—and usually only for a very specific
window of opportunity.
“Through the SVRIP and Aviat Networks project, we were able to navigate various
layers of authority,” Capt. Urban says. “As an important platform for regional safety,
ECOMM will increase in significance as we expand network coverage. Through all
phases of the project, Aviat has been by our side as the main ECOMM contractor.”

REMOTE MONITORING
AND OTHER SERVICES
To further improve upon
ECOMM’s reliability, a remote
monitoring requirement was
added to support the city’s 24x7
mission-critical service. Remote
monitoring enables San Jose to
reduce OPEX and concentrate
on municipal development
rather than investing in tactical
network needs. To that end,
Aviat Networks’ Network
Operations Center (NOC)
provides ECOMM with aroundthe-clock network surveillance,
performance monitoring and
trouble ticket management.
Aviat Networks engineered and
installed connectivity to the
corporate NOC, enabling it to:
• Directly access alarms and
radios for faster, more
accurate response, with
personnel dispatched to fix
alarms as needed

Aviat Networks’ work on the ECOMM network included preparing sites in relatively isolated
locations, including Holiday Lake. For these kinds of sites, Aviat Networks Services can
oversee activities, such as grading, drilling and foundation construction to ensure complete
compliance to local building codes and electrical and grounding best practices.

PARTNERSHIP STARTED IN 2004
Starting with the first ECOMM feasibility study in 2004, Aviat Networks’ expertise in
collaborating on elaborate communications projects with governmental entities
proved invaluable. After an initial engineering study of all 24 transmitter sites, the
Aviat Networks team created an installation design for each location. This helped to
eliminate much of the technical risk, as well as construction and regulatory
concerns for each site in this multiagency deployment.
When approval was finally granted to implement ECOMM in 2008, San Jose was able
to turn up the network in 18 months—in May 2009—an amazing feat of coordination
and cooperation among the many agencies involved. With San Jose leading the effort,
ECOMM had the fastest rollout—from site groundbreaking to go-live—of any multiagency public safety network nationwide.

• Trend performance and
recommend maintenance
before problems occur
• Support remote
maintenance including
network grooming and
software upgrades
• Collect statistics about
network performance and
operation for reporting to
the customer
• Deliver 24x7 on-site repair
with four-hour dispatch for
problems that directly
affect ECOMM
Aviat Networks’ remote
monitoring service allows the
City of San Jose to focus on its
core business while ECOMM is
managed around the clock by
experts who proactively
administer, troubleshoot and
optimize the network.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE DESIGN
Designed for current and future networking applications, TRuepoint 6400 is an ideal highperformance, low-cost solution for private networks such as ECOMM. Its redundant design
suits 911 and other public safety systems very well.
TRuepoint 6400 enables flexible network planning, greater path reliability and lower
transmission-related costs, including for antennas and tower rentals. It provides
convenient and robust operations, cost-effective features, fast installation and easy
maintenance.

RING OF RELIABILITY
The wireless ECOMM ring surrounds Silicon Valley with a high-speed 155Mbps OC3
network independent of commercial telecom infrastructure. This protected ring formation
allows SVRIP agencies to stay in contact—even if a quake or other disaster destroys one
portion of the network—by rerouting traffic through the undamaged parts of the loop.
ECOMM will also allow police and fire agencies to radio one another on special channels.
In the past, dispatches that crossed over jurisdictional lines were handled ad hoc. Officers
in call centers sometimes even had to use their own cell phones to relay a call to their
counterparts in the next service area. In addition, the City of San Jose is implementing
computer-aided dispatch (CAD) interoperability. CAD-to-CAD interoperability allows 911
calls placed in other cities across the county to be routed directly without workarounds.

ROOM TO GROW
As a principal participant in SVRIP, the City of San Jose is expanding and enhancing
ECOMM. The infrastructure will support upgrading of a countywide wireless voice and data
microwave network for all public safety radio systems. The system would be used to
deliver real-time field applications such as fingerprint matching and identity checks with
ECOMM’s 100Mbps Ethernet capability. Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) routers will
support the Ethernet/IP functionality.
ECOMM can be leveraged for radio system expansion for the entire Bay Area and beyond—
from Sacramento to Monterey on the Central Coast. As a pioneer in funding, planning and
implementing dedicated multiagency public safety communications infrastructure, the City
of San Jose knows the way to make it happen.
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